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Gordon,

I received this email and the voicemail, but I didn’t receive the earlier email with the link
to Amazon. Unfortunately, I don’t think I will have the time to pursue this topic any
further. I’m getting ready to head back to Israel next Monday, where I’ll be for the next
three weeks. I get back just before Thanksgiving, and then we head into all the events
connected with the Christmas season. I write all that to say I simply won’t have time to
add anything else to my already packed schedule.

I know this isn’t the response you probably want to hear, but I trust you understand.

Charlie

Dr. Charlie Dyer

Professor-at-Large of Bible | Host: The Land and the Book radio program
820 N. LaSalle Blvd., Chicago, IL 60610
thelandandthebook.org
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I got your "old fashioned" email response and tried to reply, Dr. Dyer. Thank you for replying. Did you get my email with a free copy
of my Amazon book attached? I ask because I've had some troubles with returned email and not sure if it made it. Also, did I
provide enough study helps so that y'all can be prepared should you desire to address my "millennium" theory or the "rest of the
dead" theory advocated by you and Rev. Buddy Cocheral (spelling uncertain) -- both which seem Biblically possible. (I.e., you
thought I disagreed with you, but as you seem to accept 1 of my 2 theories, I think you at least partly agree. Anyhow, I'm old
fashioned and don't like or trust these "web-based" email thingys... I prefer "old fashioned" email... which can allow attached
documents. Did my regular email arrive safely, attached research included? Thanks, once again. If you plan on addressing this
infant soteriology and baby universalist vs millenial or "rest of the dead" areas, please let me know: I'd like to listen and maybe call
in. I'd like a round table discussion with all the contemporary theologians on this issue, and representative of all competing
interpretations of the Scriptures on this point of theology. I hope Moody can arrange something. Thanks again for your detailed
reply. Gordon Wayne Watts in Plant City FLORIDA, listening vis WKES 91.1 MHz FM.
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You mean that my email with a PDF copy of my book and link to Amazon never arrived? Please check your spam folder.
Your response this Saturday was greatly appreciated, and great in absolute terms, but you missed several key points.
I'm glad that my web form and voice mail was not blocked, but I spent several hours (actually the better part of my day)
composing a very detailed, point-by-point, reply to your excellent response, and actually pointing out that you did and do
agree with 1 of my 2 flagship theories, and are you sure you didn't get my reply?
Even tho I trust your judgement in assessment of your busy schedule, nonetheless, I'd hate to find out my book that I emailed
you never arrived: Moody, with its deep bench, should have some players in the game who can address and assess this
heretofore unaddressed area of soteriology.
Gordon
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I looked…and I can’t find it in my spam folder. Sorry!

Charlie

Dr. Charlie Dyer

Professor-at-Large of Bible | Host: The Land and the Book radio program
820 N. LaSalle Blvd., Chicago, IL 60610
thelandandthebook.org
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